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FIBRE TENSOR PRODUCT BUNDLES

BERNARD R. GELBAUM AND ATHANASIOS KYRIAZIS

Abstract. In analogy with fibre bundles, which are locally Cartesian products, fibre

tensor product bundles are objects that are locally tensor products. These can be

patched together via transition maps, etc., into an object very similar to the set of

sections of a locally convex algebra bundle.

0. Introduction. It is known [4, 5] that for large classes of topological algebras the

following kind of relationships obtain: Hom(A <8>CB,C) is the pull-back of the

diagram:

Hfím(A,C)

1«

Hom(£,C)      -»      Hom(C,C)

When C = C, the pull-back is simply Hom(A,C) X Hom(£, C). Furthermore [5, 7,

10] if S is a Banach algebra bundle (base space X compact Hausdorff, projectionp:

S -* X, fibre A a commutative or ^-uniform Banach algebra, open cover {Ux} of A,

transition maps hXfl: Ux D U -* Aut(A)), then the set T of sections y: X -* ê is a

Banach algebra and Hom(l\ C) is also a fibre bundle (base space A, projection tt:

Hom(r,C)-» A, fibre Wom(A,QA, open cover {Ux} of A, transition maps HX)i:

Ux n c7 -» Auteo(Hom(v4,C))). For each Ux, T\Ux is a subalgebra of #(t/x, A)

which, in turn, is closely related to some kind of tensor product ^(Ux) ® A. Thus,

one is led to regard T as having a " fibre bundle-like" structure, that is locally like a

tensor product. In turn, one is led thus to the notion of a fibre tensor product bundle

and the study of such an object in the context of topological algebra.

1. Fibre tensor product bundles. Let A and B be two unital locally convex algebras

such that Hom(A, C) = spectrum of A is compact. Associated with A and B are the

following:

(i) In B, a finite set {Ix} of closed 2-sided ideals, having compact hulls {h(Ix) =

Fx} c Hom(£, C), the interiors { F° = Ux} are nonempty andUxUx = Hom(£, C).

(ii) Continuous transition maps hX)l: Ux D Uw-* Aut(^4) = the group of continuous

C-automorphisms of A; on UXC\ U^Ct U„, hx ° h = hXv; each hX)l has a continuous

extension hX)i: Fx C\ F^ -* Aut(A) behaving on {Fx} as the hXfl behave on {Ux}.
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(iii) The locally convex algebra direct sum S, namely if Bx = B/Ix, S = T,XBX ®„A,

®„ denoting the projective tensor product [8]; in S a closed subalgebra D consisting of

all r = (tx) in S and such that if Fx D 7^ # 0, then for some f in Fx D F^ and

rx = L„bXn ® aXn,

lZbXn{f)ax„ = £^„(/)ÄW
n n

The situations (i)-(iii) describe a coordinate fibre tensor product bundle 38 . The

object D, being the counterpart of the set of sections of an algebra bundle, is

"locally" like Bx ®„A, and its localities are matched via the automorphisms hx¡1 in

the manner described above.

The situation described above is exemplified if A and B are unital locally convex

(J-algebras (locally convex algebras for which the group of units (invertible elements)

is an open set [8]).

It will be shown that Hom(7), C) is (equivalent to) a kind of fibre bundle (base

space Hom(£, C), projection p: Hom(Z>, C)-> Hom(£\ C), fibre Hom(^4,C), open

cover {Ux}, transition maps h*x: Ux n U -» Auteo(Hom(yl,C)) = the group of

self-homeomorphisms of Hom(v4,C)), equipped with a suitable topology, making it

a top logical transformation group and h*x continuous (cf. comments after Lemma 1

in §2 below). Thus, the fibre tensor product is akin to the abstract algebraic version

of the set T of continuous sections of a Banach (or, more generally, locally convex

[7]) algebra bundle.

2. The theorems and their proofs.

Lemma 1. If T is a C-automorphism of a locally convex algebra A, then T*:

Hom(yl,C) 3 x ""* T*(x) g Hom(^4,C) (T*(x)a = x(T(a))) is an auteomorphism

of Hom( A, C).

Proof. The bijectivity of T* follows from that of T and the bicontinuity of T*

follows from the definition of the weak topology on Hom(yl, C).    ■

Denote by si* the relevant part of si = Auteo(Hom(^,C)) defined by the above

lemma, i.e. si* = {£*: T g Aut(A)}. Then since Aut(A) and s/* are bijectively

related via T -> T*,si* may be given the topology it inherits from Aut(/1) by this

bijection, and then the continuity of hX)l: Fx n £M -* Aut(A) implies the continuity

of the (dual) maps h*x: FXC\ F^ ->s/*. Now, it is assumed that Aut(^) is an

equicontinuous subset of J¡fs (A) (the set of linear endomorphisms of A; £CS (A) is

topologized by convergence on finite sets). This assumption is valid, e.g., in case of a

Fréchet locally convex algebra, when by A.\it(A) one should mean, of course,

auteomorphisms of the whole structure, namely isometries [2, Example 2, p. 22].

Hence Aut(^) is a topological transformation group. Furthermore, if sé is equipped

with the topology of convergence on compact sets, then si is a topological

transformation group and the (dual) maps h*x: Fx n £^ -» j/ are also continuous.

Indeed, by [10, §5.4, p. 19] si is a topological transformation group and, moreover,

si* is also a topological transformation group since equicontinuity implies that the

topologies of convergence on finite and on compact sets are the same [2, §2.4,

Theorem 1, p. 29], Thus, the transition maps h*x: Fx n F^ -> Auteo(Hom(yl, C)) are,

in fact, continuous.
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Lemma 2. If Ix, I are closed ideals in the unital locally convex algebra B, then there

is an injection

Y\om{B/Ix ®WB//M,C) - hull(7x + /J.

Proof. Since B is unital (with identity lß) the map Ix 3 xx •-» xx ® XB is an

injection 7X ■-» 7X ® B and in these circumstances (7X + 7^ denoting the closed

subspace spanned by 7X and I ) there is an injection 7X + 7^ «-* Ix ® £ + £ ® /

whence there is a continuous epimorphism

+ : B/h + h -> B/h ®„B + B »„/„.

On the other hand, since B is unital there are bicontinuous isomorphisms

5/7x ®„£ + B ®„7M -. B ®„B/IX ®„£ + B ®J^ - B/Ix 9.B/I

as the following lines show.

In the following diagram <n2, m2, ttx, m^ are the canonical quotient maps and <p, <p'

are the canonical maps of the corresponding tensor products:

Blh mw*ii

Diagram 1

Then ux is continuous iff ux ° tt2 is continuous and since ux ° tt2 = ttx ® 7r„, u>x is

continuous; wt/ is continuous iff ioxl ° <p' is continuous iff (uxx ° cp')°(TTx X jt ) is

continuous; but (uxl ° m')o(7rx x jr ) = (ttx ® TrjJL)° <p and so ux is bicontinuous. The

bicontinuity of w2 follows even more easily.

Finally,

Hom(£/7x®„£/7^,C)       ¿      Hom(5/7x ®„£ + £ ®„7M,C)
(continuous)

and the latter is homeomorphic to Hom(£/7x + Iß, C) = hull(7x + 7J [9],    ■

Theorem 1. If 3d is a fibre tensor product bundle, then Hom(Z), C) may be identified

with a kind of fibre bundle having base space Hom(£, C), fibre XAom(A, C) and group

Auteo(Hom(^,C)).

Proof. Since [8] Hom(£x ®„/i,C) may be identified with Hom(£x, C) X

\Aom(A,C) and since Hom(£x, C)= hull(7x) = £x [9] there may be defined an

equivalence relation ~ <% on the disjoint union T = Ùx£x X Hom(^4,C) (* denoting

dual):

(h=f^Fx^F(l

(/».«J-« (/..«J   iff   { and

K = ̂ xU)(«j-
If pj: £x X Hom(.4, C) -* Hom(£», C) is the dual of px: D -» £x ®„A, there may be

defined a map v. T ~* Hom(Z), C) so that v\ f^uoma.o = Px- u is directlY verifiable
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that v is continuous and compatible with ~ a , i.e., if tx, t2 g T and tx ~ ¡¡g t2, then

f(tx) = v(t2), whence v defines a map

&: L = T/ ~m -» Hom(D,C).

Thus, if ttx is the composition

£x X Hom(^,C) ^*T^ L= T/ ~a,

then & ° ttx = pf. The continuity of all maps considered with respect to the standard

topologies is immediate. Furthermore, & is injective as the following argument

shows. [Note. Since/x G £x = hull(7x), fx may be identified with an element, again

denoted fx, of Hom(£x,C). Conversely, an element fx in Hom(£x, C) may be

identified with an element of £x (in Hom(£, C)).]

If A = ttx(/x, ax) g L, Y = *■„(/;, a;) g £ and #(A) = ê(Y), then for t = {tx}

in D, (fx ® ax)(rx) = (/; ® a;XTM). To show A = Y it suffices to show (/x, ax) ~m

(f^a'p). However, fx = f¿ and their common value is in hull(7A) n hull(7il) =

hull(7x + 7/i) iff for all x in B/Ix +1^, x(fx) = *(/;>. But if g = (A®//)
° w, ° co2 ° «2 ° \p, then Diagram 1 may be completed as follows:

BIT + /  i-B-;->-B ®„ 5 i-5 x B-<• ß, x B„

Diagram 2

. nus, fx = g ° px and /„' = g ° p„ since if zx g £//x, then

A(*x) = {fx ®/;)(** ® IflJ = (A ®/;)((n « ■"„)(* ® 1«)    (for some z in £)

= [( A ® /;) " K ® "■„) ° «4](«) = [( A ® Z/) "«i0"2° w2](z)

= (g°/'x)('rx(2)) = (g°P\)(z\),

i.e., A = g ° Px and similarly /; = g» pM. Since, for x in £/7x + 7^, x = px(xx) =

p^x,) it follows that A(xx) = /;(*,), i.e., x(/x) = x(A'), fx = /; * / g hull(7x) n

hull(7/i).

By definition/ =£ 0. If a^ g ,4, then ax = hX)l(f)ali g .4 and there is in £/7x + 7^

an x such that/(x) = x(f) =£ 0. Thus, if px(xx) = p^x^) = x, thenxx/x(/) ® ax

g £x ® A, x^/x(f) ® aM g £M ® ^. Furthermore (xx/x(/))"(/)ax = ax,

ix,(f)/x(f))hXll(f)ali = (xlí/x(f))\f)hXlL(f)aíí and so by direct calculation

a' = h*x(f)ax. The definitions imply d is also surjective and, since L is compact [3],

tr is a homeomorphism. Furthermore, Hom(7), C) is a Hausdorff space [8]. Hence

L = \jFxxHom(A,C)/~!g   =    Hom(£»,C).
\ horneo.

Setting Ùxl7x x Hom(^,C)/~ to be the disjoint union (of the Ux X Hom(v4,C))

reduced by the equivalence relation ~ derived from ~a (~ is the inverse image of
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~ gg under the canonical injection Ûxl7x x Hom(^4, C) •-* Ûx£x X Hom(.4, C)) yields

the desired result.    ■

Corollary. Let D' be the subalgebra consisting of all vectors t = {tx} in S,

tx = E,xX/ ® aXi in Bx ®„A, and such that if Ux n L7 # 0 for some f in Ux O U^,

Uf) - £,*x,(/W, = T.jXpJU)hi»U)apj- Then

Hom(D',C)    =    \i)UxXHom(A,C)/~ ,
horneo.   x

~ being the equivalence relation defined above.

Remark. The algebras D' and D differ only in the specifications/ g Ux n U, and

f ^ FXC\ F , respectively.

Proof. If i is the (continuous) injection \JXUXX Hom(A,C)/~ ^> \jxFx X

Hom( A, C)/ ~ ^ and if / = ê ° /'( d: £ -» Hom( Z), C) as defined earlier), then / maps

Üxí/X X Hom(^4,C) into Hom(Z), C). Clearly there is an epimorphism £,: D -> D'

and hence Hom(£',C) may be injected into Hom(7),C). It follows at once that

Image(/) = Hom(£>', C), as required.    ■

3. Elaborations. It is of interest to explore the relation between the notions of a

coordinate fibre tensor product bundle and a coordinate bundle in the usual sense.

To this end let S be an arbitrary bundle with base space Hom(£, C), fibre

Wom(A,C), and group si* defined as in §2. Assume that S is specified by a

coordinate bundle such that:

(i)A is a locally convex algebra with identity and compact spectrum; Aut(^4) is an

equicontinuous subset ofS£s(A).

(ii) B is a locally convex algebra with identity and for some finite open cover {V,} of

Hom(£, C) each homeomorphism <pv: Vt X Hom(vl, C) -» p~x(V¡) has a unique exten-

sion to a fibre-preserving homeomorphism <pF for some compact hull £, D V¡.

(iii) Each transition function gvv: V¡ C\ Vj —> si* has a unique continuous extension

to a map gFF: £, C\ Fj^si*  so that <pF(ß, a) = <pF(ß, gFFj(ß)(a)).

The situation above obtains, e.g., if A and B are the algebras of C-valued

fé^-maps on compact differentiable manifolds [9],

Lemma 3. Each coordinate fibre bundle S satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) defines a

coordinate fibre tensor product bundle.

Proof. Since £, = hull(kernel(£,)) [9], if 7, = kernel(£,) and B, = £/7„ then

Hom(£,, C) and £, are homeomorphic. Since gv v(f) g si* it follows that there is a

map hvv: Vi D V¡ -» Aut(^) so that gv¡v(f) is the dual ofhvv(f) for/in V¡ n V}.

If An\.(A) is equipped with the compact open ("c") topology, then hvv: V¡C\ Vj-*

Autc.(^4) is continuous as is hvv: V¡C\ V,-* Auts(yf). There are, corresponding to

the maps gFF, maps hFF and these serve as the transition maps that can be used to

define the algebra S and the subalgebra D as in §1. (The ideals 7X are now

kernel(£,).)

On the other hand, the maps hFF (and their restrictions hvv) can be used to

define a "standard" locally convex algebra bundle S with base space Hom(£, C),

fibre A, and group Aut(^).   ■
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If T(<#) is the locally convex algebra of sections of S, then there can be established

an isomorphism

k:D3 [tVi:V,e {V,}} .-* y(f) = îv,(f,*Vlf.{tv)) e T(S),

where/ g V, and 8Vf: Bi ®„A -* A: E„,x,m ® am -* E„,/(x,m)a"! is an "evaluation"

map. The proof is outlined as follows:

(a) k is well defined and is independent of the choice of neighborhood containing

/•

(b) k is 1-1 since <py is a homeomorphism and Syf, as an evaluation map, is 1-1.

(c) k is surjective: If y g T(¿), tvf(y(f)) g A and thus 1, ® tVJ(y(f)) G B¡ ® A

(1, is the identity of B, = £/kernel(£,)). Hence the elements {1, ® tvf(y(f))} g D.

(d) k is bicontinuous if D is given the locally convex topology induced on it by

£,£, ®„^4 and if T(i ) is given the topology described in [7]. Since [7] has not

appeared at this writing, a brief description of the topology for Y(i) follows:

For Vl open in Hom(£, C) give the algebra T(F,, <#) of sections over Vi seminorms

NK.P(y) = sup p(ty(y(x))),

A compact, Ac V¡, p a seminorm from the set of seminorms that topologize A, tv

the usual isomorphism, p_1(x) = A [5],

If iy\ Y(S ) -» T(V¡, S ) is the canonical continuous map (Hom(£, C) = U,Fj),

then with respect to the initial topology defined via {iv }, T(i) is a locally convex

algebra of the type of A.

4. Equivalence classes. In analogy with the notion of equivalence classes of

coordinate bundles [10] there can be defined an equivalence of coordinate fibre

tensor product bundles. The corresponding equivalence classes define fibre tensor

product bundles. The summarizing statement for these concepts and constructions is

Theorem. If A, B are locally convex algebras, each fibre bundle having base

Hom( B, C), fibre Hom( A, C) and group si * may be regarded as Hom( D, C), D being

a fibre tensor product bundle.    ■
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